
Reopening Doubles             NG34Bridge 

 

When you add any bid to your repertoire, you give up something. When you play 
negative doubles, you give up the ability to double some low-level bids by opponents for 
penalty. 
 
Many experienced players aren’t aware of the fact that the reopening double is an 
integral part of the negative double system. What if you’re in third seat and the bidding 
goes 1♥  by your partner then 2♦ by your RHO? It’s now your bid and you hold the 
following cards: 
 
♠ A 8 6 
♥ 9 5 
♦ A K J 8 6 
♣ K 4 2 
 
You could bid 2NT, but wouldn’t you like to punish 2♦ for penalties.  Alas, you can’t 
double it because that would be a negative double.  And it won’t do you any good to 
make a negative double for two reasons. First, you don’t have the bid. You don’t have 
four spades. Second, you want it to be a penalty double, not a negative double. So how 
can you defend 2♦ doubled in this hand? You clearly cannot double because your 
partner will respond as she has to in the negative double system. 
 
The answer is that if your partner opens the bidding followed by a bid at the 2 level by 
your RHO, and you pass and your LHO passes, your partner must double with shortness 
in the suit bid by opponents and tolerance for any response you may make. Shortness, in 
this context, means no more than a doubleton. So if your partner has two or less of 
your RHO’s suit, she should double. To be specific, here’s how the bidding goes. 
 
 
♠ A 8 6 
♥ 9 5 
♦ A K J 8 6 
♣ K 4 2 
 
 
Your partner should protect you by doubling when it’s her turn. Then you can either let 
it sit for penalty, which you would do with the above hand, or with a different opening 
hand you should remove the double by either bidding your partner’s suit at the 2 level if 
you can, or making the best bid you have under the circumstances. 
 
This is called a reopening double because it’s made by the opening bidder, and she’s 
reopening the bidding by doubling since, with two passes to her, if she passes, the 
bidding will stop. If she doesn’t bid or double, the auction is over. 
 
 
 

Partner     RHO     You      LHO                                                  
1♠               2♦         Pass     Pass 
? 

 



 
 
Of course, you might have a legitimate pass, too. You might not be passing because you 
have opponents’ suit. You might have the following: 
 
♠ 8 6 2 
♥ 7 5 
♦ 10 9 6 
♣ Q 10 8 7 3 
 
If you have this holding and your partner makes a reopening double, you should just 
remove the double and support your partner’s spades.  Your partner anticipates this 
possibility. Given the opponents’ bidding (or lack of), partner has a strong opening 
hand. Her double is just inviting you to let it stand for penalty if you have a lot of your 
opponents’ suit. If you don’t, just retreat to the best contract. If you retreat, your partner 
will know you passed because you don’t have much. 
 

➢ Requirements for a reopening double are as follows: 
 

➢ A reopening double can be made only by opening bidder; 
 

➢ LHO has overcalled and there are two passes by your partner and your RHO. 
(You are in the pass-out seat) 
 

➢ Opening bidder has two or fewer cards in overcalled suit. 
 
➢ Opening bidder can cater for any response from partner 

 
 
 
1. ♠ J 5                   
    ♥ A Q 10 8 6 4           
    ♦ 8                            
    ♣ A Q 10 8                   
 
 
 
Hand 1: Bid 2♥. This is not a hand with which you should use a reopening double. True, 
you have a singleton in your LHO’s suit. And, true, your partner is almost certainly 
sitting behind your LHO with a lot of Diamonds. But your hand has two shortcomings 
that make it inappropriate for a reopening double: 
 

➢ Your Spade doubleton is insufficient for support if your partner responds to your 
double with a bid of 2♠. Remember, your partner might be short in your suit. So 
if you double and your partner doesn’t want to sit for the penalty double at the 2 
level, she has to either support your suit if she has two cards in it, or bid her 
longest suit. If she has five Diamonds but not enough to sit for the double, her 
longest suit might be Spades. She could be 4–1–4–4, so she would be forced to 
bid Spades, and you can’t support her. 

You     LHO     Partner      RHO 
1♥         2♦          Pass             Pass 
? 

 

Partner     RHO     You      LHO                                                  
1♠               2♦         Pass     Pass 
Double     Pass         ? 

 



 
➢ Your hand isn’t strong enough. You really only have two fairly certain tricks, your 

two Aces. Remember, you have to take six tricks to defeat the contract. 
Otherwise they’re going to get a terrific score, making two or more, doubled! 

 

2.   ♠ J 7 5 
      ♥ A K 10 8 6 4 
      ♦ 8 
       ♣ A K 9 
 
 
Double. This is a very good hand with which to make a reopening double for two 
reasons: 
 

➢ You have tolerance for both unbid suits, so if your partner can’t support your 
Heart bid you have at least three cards in the unbid suits. The worst that can 
happen is that your partner will be playing in a 4–3 fit at the 2- level, not a 
disaster. 

 
➢ You have a good hand, with two Ace–King combinations. In defence (partner 

passes to convert your double to a penalty double) you have good trick-taking 
capability. 

 
Remember this: Just because you have an opening hand and shortness in LHO’s suit, you 
don’t automatically make a reopening double. Your hand must fit the requirements in 
addition to shortness and the appropriate bidding after your opening bid. 

 

You     LHO     Partner      RHO 
1♥         2♦          Pass          Pass 
  ? 

 


